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Abstract 
Several techniques for using d i rec t electron-pumping of gas l a s e r s a rc 
reviewed. The primary o h j e - t i v e i s to ca tegor ize pump geometries and to 
Hive gu ide l ines for gun se l f , t i o n and pulser des ign . Examples and a p p l i ­
ca t ion of pump technology are given. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Inertial confinement for fusion (1) requires visible or near ultra­
violet lasers at high peak power for optical coupling of the radiation to 
the pellet plasma (2). A lower wavelength bound is set by two photon 
absorption in the laser and optical elements (i). Uranium isotope separa­
tion (4) also requires such lasers at high average power. Since uranium 
has an ionization potential of ^6 eV, at least one photon of any multi-
photon isotopic separation process will prooably fall within this wave­
length regime (5). 
These applications, among others, require energetic, efficient, and 
reliable lasers which, unfortunately, do not currently exist. The problem 
of identifying and selecting potentially efficient laser transitions has 
been discussed by Rhodes (b), Murray (7), Judd (8), and others. I will 
describe the techniques and technology of electron-beam pumpini> of po­
tentially attractive candidate lasers for the aforementioned applications. 
As examples of such candidates I will use KrO (9) for high peak-power 
applications, and Ng CItJ for high average power. These examples are 
presented as "problems for the students" because these lasers are under­
going active investigation with an increasing data base developing, and 
because there are many options and trade-offs available to consider. I 
will touch upon e beam sustainer pumping technology where there is relevant 
overlap. 
The visibl" transitions„in 0(.LS0) - 0('-D2) at 5577 A and 
^ ( B 2 ^ ) "* N J ( X " 0 at -1278 A have been observable since prehistory in the 
form of auroral displays (11) in the polar regions of the Earth. Such 
aurora are driven by intense electron currents (12} coupled from the solar 
corona and channeled throui,.u. the Earth, and interplanetary magnetic fields 
into the Earth's atmosphere. The range of the <40-keV electrons as they 
enter an increasing atmospheric density causes peak deposition in the E 
region >90 km, where atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen are dominant (13}. 
Ground-Dase spectral observation of an artificial aurora (14) produced by a 
rocket-borne e 3beam gun shows significant peaks in the visible only at 
5577 and 4278 A as shown in Fig. 1. 
It is extremely interesting and perhaps more than coincidental that 
these transitions, which are driven in nature by e beams, have recently 
been made to lase in the laboratory using e-beam pumping. With e-beam 
excitation Murray et al. (15) have utilised an in-situ pumping from a rare 
gas dimer to produce an inversion in atomic oxygen. Collins and 
Cunningham (16) have used charge transfer from the helium driver to pro­
duce excitation of the molecular nitrogen ion. Illustrations of the 
natural auroral and laboratory laser emissions are shown in Fig. 2. These 
lasers are but the first of new classes of potentially attractive visible 
lasers. 
PUMP CONFIGUIUTIONS 
Laboratory sources of intense e beams (up to 1 MJ (17)) are available 
for preliminary pumping experiments. Most existing sources, however, wore 
optimized for the simulation of nuclear weapons effects (18) or for other 
plasma experiments (19). Ihe source technology is undergoing significant 
changes to configure e beams for laser pumping. 
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In general, the laboratory e beam for laser pumping is generated by 
high voltage applied across a vacuum or low-pressure diode or grid tube. 
'Hie accelerated electrons pass through thin foil into the gas-filled laser 
cavity. Depending upon che laser transition and plasma characteristics, 
either the primary or secondary electrons, or both, may play the dominant 
rale in pumping. 
Most recent experiments have utilized a transverse pump configura­
tion (2uj with the e beam orthogonal to the laser beam as shown in Fig. 3. 
Generally this one-sided pumping is inefficient because of electron scatter 
out of the cell and nonuniform e-beam deposition across the cell (21), T K O 
geometries more attractive for direct transverse e-beam pumping are the 
cylinder and the two-sided slats illustrated in Fig. 4. In these configu­
rations greater than 50% of the available electron energy can be delivered 
uniformly to the cavity. These geometries are suitable for pumping high 
pressure gas where the electron range is relatively short. 
An e beam injected into a gas with a bias electric field, as used in 
Cu 2 (22) and shown in Fig. 5, may find application for visible transition 
lasers by using a more intense e beam and by applying a higher Ii/p bias. 
The e beam is used in this mode to provide significant initial plasma 
density and hence conductivity, to control the uniformity of the high E/p 
discharge minimizing the possibility of streamers and arcs, and to supply 
electrons lost to the discharge. 
Axial e-beam pumping (with the e beam and laser parallel) with an 
intense magnetic field B, provides an alternative geometry for pumping as 
shown in Fig. 6, whereas transverse pumping is most effective for high-
pressure gases (Zl atmj . The ax*ial configuration may be used to pressures 
of <1 atin as determined by the veiative range of the electrons. Generally 
the'magnetic field is made sufficiently intense so that its containment 
effect reduces the side scatter of electrons from the beam. 
The axial geometry nermits other, although not necessarily efficient, 
means of pumping lower pressure gas. If we envision a cylindrical e beam 
propagating through gas in a closely spaced conducting pipe, then as the 
current increases during the beam rise time, an electric field is induced 
in the gas according to Faraday's law. This electric field drives an 
avalanche of the background electrons. This mechanism applies an axial 
E/p to the gas and the results are analogous to that in a standard-pulsed 
two-electrode discharge. The accelerating voltage is only relevant to 
penetrating a reasonable volume of gas. 
For example, in an early e-beam pumped nitrogen-laser experiment, 
Dreyfus and Hodgson (23) axially applied a 12 kA (1,0 o beam with a rise 
time of'xJ.S ii^ (r r) to io(> Torr of N 2 as shown in Fig. 7. According to 
Faraday's law, the axial electric field is V.z = -1G" 5 Ip/t r ^ 710 3 V/cm. 
Thus, E/p ^ 200 V/cm*Torr, the initial optimum E/p for pumping a 
*2(0 - N2(B) at 5371-A laser (24). In fact Uavies (25) used an axial 
discharge tube with about the same E/p and obtained roughly the same out­
put power. McArthur and Poukey (2b) have shown this induced field to be 
dominant in the e-beam N'2 laser, as opposed to the cascade scheme 
originally suggested by Dreyfus and Hodgson. 
When an intense e beam propagates through a low-pressure gas •-1 Torr, 
conditions are ripe for the development of a variety of beam-plasma" insta­
bilities. Painberg and co-workers C27) have used the two-stream instability 
to pump an Ar + laser. In the configuration shown in Fig. St thcv iniected 
a ^30-keV, 30-A, and 40-us axial e beam into a gas at 10'2 Torr. The 
e beam preionized the gas. The directed primary beam energy converted 
through the electrostatic two-stream instability to electron plasma waves, 
damped through electron-neutral collisions, anJ thereby heated the back­
ground electrons to 0,90 eV. Such high-electron temperatures produced 
significant ionization and, hence, pumping of the argon-ion laser trans­
itions. They obtained M O O W for 30 us on the Ar +(3p u4p) -»- Ar*(5p 5) 
+ hv(44bO A) transition. 
The two stream or other instabilities might have several attributes. 
They might shape the secondary electron-distribution function to prefer­
entially excite a particular electronic state and perhaps control the tail 
of the distribution to enhance or suppress ionization. These instabilities 
might be used to foreshorten the range of electrons, thereby more effi­
ciently coupling energy into the plasma. Fainbcrg etal. have shown thitt 
one can also preferentially control the ion-distribution function to reduce 
the effect of radiation trapping. 
PUMP MHCIiANIs;:S 
The relativistic e beam and its cascade of secondaries are unite effi­
cient in producing ionization and exciting highlying electronic levels. 
In this section we categorize several mechanisms by which this ionization 
and excitation may be channeled to preferentially produce a population 
inversion. 
Pump Mechanisms Using Ionization 
Ion laser. In the ion laser referred to earlier, rainuerg ct al. (.J~t 
distinguish two regimes. In a pulsed regime a group of hot electrons (.about 
a few hundred electron volts) cause direct ionization 
Ar + e - Ar*(3p,44p) + 2e. (.1) 
I n a quasistationary regime with cooler electrons ("-TO-l.7- eV) direct ioni­
zation is unlikely and a two-step process occurs: 
e + Ar(3p 6) - Ar +(3p 5) + 2e, (2) 
e + Ar (3p'J) -»- Ar (3pl,4p) + e. t^ J 
In the direct process the upper and lover laser levels arc equally excited 
and inversion occurs because of radiative decay of the lower level, tn 
the two-step process at lower electron temperatures, the upper state is 
preferentially pumped. 
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Rare gas dimer laser. The rare gas diner laser (fc) utilizes both 
primary and secondary electrons to pump a bound state, with the laser tran­
sition occurring between a bound Rydburg excited state and an unbound ground 
state as follows: 
* 
e + Ar -* Ar + e, (4) 
Ar + 2Ar -* Ar 2 + Ar, (S) 
and 
e + Ar -- Ar + + 2e, (6) 
Ar + 2Ar - Ar 2 + Ar, (7) 
e + Ar 2 •* Ar + Ar, (S) 
* • * 
Ar + 2Ar - Ar 2 + Ar, (9) 
thus 
-\r2 •> 2Ar + hv(1265 A). (10) 
Such excimer emission occurs for all the rare gases over a bandwidth ^100 A 
centered at 12d.r> A* for Ar£, 1460 X for K r 2 , and 1720 A for Xe\. The 
asterisk designates the metastable rare-gas state ( 3P 2) and To some degree 
higher lying electronic levels that are collisionally channeled at high 
pressure to the lowest lying state. 
liiiiier collisional losses exemplified by the Penning process 
2 Ar? - Art + 2Ar + e, (11) 
-<- Ar + 3Ar + e, 
tend to reduce the net efficiency of uv f luorescense. With a reduced 
excited-state density, efficiencies approaching 40° might be obtained. 
Recently Turner, Taska, and Hoff (2S) obtained an excimer fluorescence 
efficiency of ^50% by using a low-current density, lon^-pulse e-beam pvmp 
(200 kV, S A/cm 2, 1 us). 
Charge transfer laser. Another recent development is the e-beam pumped 
charge-transfer laser. Collins and Cunningham (29) have used the near-
resonant charge transfer of HeJ + -N-2 '* ^ ( I * 2 ^ . ) + ~']e leading to the lasing 
transition N^CB 2^) -*• N^C^2!^) + hv. In essence the e-beam energy is stored 
(for very short periods) in the charged states of He2 a™3 collisionally 
transferred to NJ. Cain has been observed on the (0,0}, (0,1), and (0,2) 
vibrational levels at 3914, 427S, and 4709 A. The experiments used a 1-MV 
e beam in a transverse geometry at 1.4 kA/cm2 and 20-ns full width half maxi­
mum (FU'lIM). A few torr (^ 10) of N\ were mixed into 2 atm of helium. Under 
these conditions most of the e-beam energy passed through the gas depositing 
only 0.014 .I/cm3 in the gas. Based on this energy density, a cavity volume 
of ().*i3 cm 3, a measured laser output, an efficiency (n.) of ^2% was 
determined. 
It is important to note that most efficiencies are reported (as i s 
this one) in terms of e-beam energy deposited in the gas. The net gun-to-
laser efficiency above is only ^10"3oo. \io will demonstrate- later in this 
paper that one might obtain total efficiencies approaching '« for the above 
example by proper injection techniques. 
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Powell , Murray, and Uhodes (lJ.j have r ecen t ly demonstrated that the 
r a r e gas dimer e x c i t a t i o n may be t r ans fe r r ed TO oxygen t o produce an in­
vers ion in atomic oxygen. Two processes a re relevant as described in the 
next two paragraphs . 
In severa l atmospheres of krypton with an admixture of a few t o r r of 
oxygen, a c o l l i s i o n a l process between the ra re -gas diir.er and ground-s ta te 
oxygen i s probably ( t h i s is not unambiguously determined) the dominant 
mechanism for producing an invers ion (50): 
kr? + 0 2 -• 2 U + 2&T, 
kr*2 + 0 ( 3 P) + Ol^S) + 2Kr. (12: 
Ihe above mentioned authors have obtained lasing on the weakly bound Ui^Sgj 
of the excimer KrO (and similarly for ArO^and \eO) giving emission essen­
tially on the atomic line center at 5577 A. They used a transverse excita­
tion configuration of a ]-MeV c-heam generator to provide nurip-energy den­
sities of "»1 .I/cm2 and have obtained 10 m.) of laser energy t'rui:. a ID-. ::-long 
cell. It should be noted that although Oi/SJ makes a poor oscillator 
because of the low gain, it is ideally suited to make a IHV.UT amplifier 
precisely because of its low-gain at high-energy slvorage. It should also 
be noted that a broadband absorption occurs during e-heam "uniping i/Jj . 'I'his 
absorption might be useful in reducing the parasitic oscillation problem 
pTior to energy extraction in the amplifier mode. , 
An alternate mechanism for the use of efficiently produced rare-gas 
fluorescence is to photolytically transfer this energy. Powell and 
Murray (31) as well as Hughs (52) have used e-bean ;numpcd argon-dimor laser 
radiation and fluorescence respectively as shown in M g . (J, to ^ hote.-
dissociate the N 20 contained in a contiguous cell ;»nd separated by Mgl\ 
windows, (lain has been observed by Hughs et al. in the <.'('Sj thus r-roduecd. 
Intensive work is underway at several laboratories to cnmh:ct er.erry 
extraction experiments and to more fully evaluate the potential of this 
system (or associated systems as S( lS 0)j as a candidate for laser-fusion 
applications. 
Pumping by Collisional Transfer 
f\'e have already mentioned collisional transfer "Recesses in the :'^n-
going examples. The Ar-N 2 laser is pumped primarily by coLHsiona] 
transfer from Ar* providing preferential pumping of the N2(C'"\J •• N : ..li'" j 
transition. Lasing has been observed on the (C-2J , (0-lj, and (D-Pj 
vibrational levels at 3S05, 3S77 > and 3571 A. 
Searles (33), Collins (16), Hunter (34), Basov (53), and Ault (50J 
have separately examined this system using transverse pumping. Recently 
Ault (57J used a small system with cylindrical injection. The efficiencies 
reported vary from £".•* to Z%. 
Chemical laser. Gerber and co-workers have recently obtained energetic 
infrared pulses with fc-bearo initiation of chemical reactions in H2-l-\, (3K) , 
The energetic electrons cause dissociation of 1 2 and the following chain 
reaction 
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1 * l b • HI " + IS, C15 
II • I
 ; * H! ' * V. £14, 
Jhey employed an .iAi;JJ c-bcrtm c o n f i g u r n t i o n u i t h a --M\
 ( . " ' - 1 A , " c - n s 
e bt*ai;;. 'I IK.1 e l e c t r i c a l e f f i c i e n c y was 2><ti'. and t h e c h e m i c a l e f f i c i e n c y 
was .'••. I'roli 1 ems a s s o c i a t e d w i t h lorn; u a v e l c n g t h , p u l s e w i d t h , n a r a s i t i c s , 
and beam u u a l i t y must be c o n s i d e r e d b e f o r e t h i s l a s e r can be c o n s i d e r e d a 
c a n d i d a t e f o r f u s i o n . 
o t h e r Pump Vechan i s r s s 
L a s e r a c t i o n l ias been r e p o r t e d in <"aAs . . i 9 / and i n Ci\> l.4<-; s o l i d s 
I'unjied by e l e c t r o n beams t y p i c a l l y ' 1-Jo A / c m ' . I t i s p o s s i b l e t h a t a r r a y s 
of such l a s e r s (-11; i:.ight p r o d u c e h i g h - a v e r a g e p o w e r s . 
A l t h o u g h t h e r e a r c t h e s e and mam - o t h e r i n t e r e s t i n g p o s s i b i l i t i e s s u c h 
.is e-bear;: pumiced v a p o r - d y e l a s e r s ( 4 2 ) , we r e s t r i c t t h e d i s c u s s i o n t o t h e 
e -beam pumping of some s e l e c t i v e l y d e m o n s t r a t e d v i s i b l e - r a s l a s e r s . 
SolJHCI! PAKAMLThR [)hT]RM!NATU>N 
A l t h o u g h we a r e f a c e d w i t h o r d e r s o f m a g n i t u d e o f v a r i a t i o n o f mos t 
p a r a m e t e r s such a s v o l t a p c , c u r r e n t d e n s i t y , p u l s e w i d t h , p r e s s u r e ar.d g a s 
p a r t i c l e r . a s s , we (.43 j can q u i c k l y n a r r o w t h e p a r a m e t e r s p a c e t o e s t a b l i s h 
a r e a s o n a b l e s e t o f w o r k i n g p a r a m e t e r s t o a i d in f u r t h e r d i s c u s s i o n s . 
i'.tin V o l t a g e P e t c r s r . i n a t ior. 
Ihe v a l u e of t h e i n d i v i d u a l e l e c t r o n k i n e t i c e n e r g y y l a y s a m i n o r r o l e 
in t h e pumping k i n e t i c s . Thi s i s b e c a u s e t h e e l e c t r o n c r o s s s e c t i on i s a 
s m o o t h , s l o u l y v a r y i n g f u n c t i o n f o r e n e r g y b e t w e e n lu" -:ul -.U c\ . ' Ihe 
gun v o l t a g e , t h e r e f o r e , i s d e t e r m i n e d by p r a c t i c a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s . I t r u s t 
be hi ;.'h onouj'h so t h a t t h e e l e c t r o n s e f f i c i e n t l y P e n e t r a t e t h e f o i l s e p ­
a r a t i n g t h e gun and t h e ga< . (.one c a n u s e l o w e r v o l t a g e gun--, w i t h 
d i f f e r e n t i a l pumping (44) o r e v e n u s e t h e d i o d e p l a s m a a s t h e l a s e r me­
dium ( 4 a ) , b u t s u c h schemes h a v e n o t fcMid w i d e a p p l i c a t i o n s . ! Thus we .'.re 
r e s t r i c t e d t o v o l t a g e s :-ZW kV. At t h e h i g h e r v o l t a g e s one must c o p e w i ; ' 
x - r a y p r o d u c t i o n . X - r a y p r o d u c t i o n a f f e c t s s y s t e m e f f i c i e n c y : f o r e x a m p l e , 
a ln-Me-V beam-pumping xenon l o o s e s 2T>\- o f i t s e n e r g y t o * r a y s . X r a y s 
a l s n impact s y s t e m c o s t b e c a u s e s h i e l d i n g i s n e c e s s a r y t o p r o t e c t humans 
and t o p r o t e c t d i a g n o s t i c s , t h e l a t t e * - p r e s e n t i n g t h e mo^t s e v e r e c o n ­
s t r a i n t in an e x p e r i m e n t a l s i t u a t i o n , l h c p r i m e c o n s i d e r a t i o n in d e t e r m i n i n g 
gun v o l t a g e i s t h a t t h e e l e c t r o n s r u s t be s u f f i c i e n t l y e n e r g e t i c t o u n i ­
fo rmly pump t h e g a s c a v i t y o f i n t e r e s t . The p r a c t i c a l w o r k i n g - g u n v o l t a g e 
i s t h e r e f o r e u.Z •; I - 5 MV. 
The c e l l d i m e n s i o n p a r a l l e l t o t h e H beam i s r e l a t e d t o t h e gun 
v o l t a g e a s f o l l o w s . The e l e c t r o n r a n g e Kn in g a s w i t h o u t e x t e r n a l l y 
a p p l i e d e l e c t r i c o r m a g n e t i c f i e l d s i s g i v e n by 
dL, 
d X B S L 
11?) 
where j is j'.as density and Ldfc/dX i^ i is the deposition function riven 
approximately by (•!») 
-nr| = 2 Mci/ign/cm ) . i, K,. 
US 
\ more accurate value may be obtained from the Beryor and Seller tables t-17 
hut the objective herein is to develop a set o f guidelines for system 
design. .'ny particular cavity will require full thrc-dimensional sim­
ulation by a numerical code such as SAVDYL (-4S) , or extensive experimental 
variations to select optimum conditions. 
The cell transverse dimension w is set at some fraction ; of tile 
electron rar.^ e depending on the desired pump nnifornitv: 
* = ••• R u . r , 
uherc c • i • 1. I" is determined from :-A\rvi. calculations such that the 
superi\;posi t :on of oppositely directed bear.s provides a net uniforn 
deposition as shown in Jig. 9. Generally ; is appro*in;ately 0.4 and r.iyhi 
he selected us. 0.3 for a slab cell or C O for a cylindrical cell, although 
it depends in detail on the particular gas. h'e select a value of I - 0. i 
and obtain the rule «f thurrh (45) that 
' cell 
where \ = MV, h'ccii - ^^. and ", * 4 • It1"" M'1. with !• in a"u and 1' in atir.. 
determination of Gun Current I'ensity and lulse V.'idth 
The current density J injected into the cell and *u;Ise uidth .'t :ivv 
determined joint"" by kinetics and by practical considerations. A second 
rule of thumb (45) is that 
.l/t = ^  , ;l!.-. 
wher'. .J is in A/cm', J.t in us, and fc.. ^ is the deposi;ed elect ivn-energy 
dersity in J/cm*. 
The current density is limited by foi1 heat inj*, deformat ion, rupture, 
and fatigue. From empirical data and particular calculations (•(Q,ri'j, for 
shnrt-pulse single-shot operations, one can use J f I VA/ci..' and fur con­
tinuous operation one can use J < } n\'cm* for most practical fu: Is. Thr 
foils typically used are aluminum, titanium, kapton wit)- *crwn, and 
stainless steel with thickness ^O.nor cm. 
A constraint on the maximum deposited e-beari energy ilcmity is 
eventually the maximum light flux that can be extracted through an 
amplifier window, the latter being z„ f 3-10 J/cm2 for short visihle 
pulses I31j. 
If significant energy density is deposited by the electrons, then an 
overpressure is produced by gas heating limiting the ratio of" I: to 
p;assure. 
-S-
\ e / r .' • C ^ 
for pul:.ud operation (Kij. 
In feneral for practical-pulsed amplifiers, one may infer the following 
ope rat ing regime: 
I:.. •' 1-5 J/cm'3, \ e ' -
o.: •• v
 ;- r. M\ , 
-i • Mt-joii A/cm;' , 
;t y 10-100 ns. (21.1 
Although these are not fixed bounus, they tend to serve as guidelines for 
syster. design considerations. Ue will return to these relationships and 
.vhofc how they apply lit the design of particular amplifier r.odules. 
Moteraination of Injected Filectron Angles 
\iuther very important parameter is the initial electron traicctorv 
diruction .t* the cell wall. The net local beam direction is called 
divergence .md the i:ie:m spread about this direction is called erittance. 
Ihe origin ;uid effect of these parameters will be diseased in the sections 
on diodes and deposition. 
LI.I CiKuN BhAM I'hTOSMION IN GAS 
Wthough a full thrcu-dimensional co<}.c is required tc analyze clectrcr. 
eiiei'i;;. loss to a gas, we can intuitively understand this process by con­
sidering the deposition of a narrow pencil of electrons directed in;o a 
t*as with various foil and wall locations, by evaluating the effects of 
aprlicd electric and nagnetic fields if relevant, and then by considering 
a gn.eral cell geometry as a superimpos.it ion of such beamlets. Such an 
approach is possible because the beam-electron density is sigr.i fics.ntly 
less than the gas density for winy cases of interest and the interaction 
is primarily between electrons and gas atoms. 
in traversing the gas, an el» ctron undergoes many snail angle 
•iC'tl terings caused by the spatial variation of the pas-atoms electric fields 
along the path. Occasionally it appropches an atom close enough to undergo 
a large-angle deflection or to interact with the ext ramie 1 ear electronic 
structure of the atrro causing an energy loss to the electron. Th',s results 
in excitation and/or ionization of the target atom. In essence, the 
electron follows a zigzag path through the jas and deposits encrc-
rncros.;opicaIJy continuously along its path. 
Considering a narrow pencil beamlet of electrons incident on a seirii-
infinttc region of gas, these processes give rise to an initially straight 
region r>f deposited energy followed by a wide expansion as sh-.wn in l:ig. 10. 
The isodensity deposition contours have a shape similar to a lig'-it bulb. 
Some fraction of the electrons are backscattered away from the gas. If a 
tube was accelerating the electrons through a foil into the gas, the 
accelerating electric field would tend to return the backscattered elec­
trons toward the gas. 
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A foil normally separates the tube from the gas. Scatte.'inp in the 
foil adds some mean angle to the incident electrons according to the root 
of sum of the squares of the incident and scattered mean angles. Toil 
scatter tends to fill in the neck of deposition profile and foreshorten the 
range. 
A cell wall located within an electron range cf the point of injection 
distorts the deposition profile. Electrons impacting the hall arc partial.*" 
absorbed and partially back-scattered. Since the fraction of the energy 
backscattered increases with the ator.ic number 2 of the wall, a high " uall 
will increase the relative energy deposited uniformly in the cavity. 
Oeploted uranium backscatters A0% of the incident electrons at UP to "iC 
of their incident voltage. In practice, however, the use of sue!: a wall 
might contaminate the gas with impurities. 
We now consider the superimposilion of bean lots of electrons in 
various laser-cell geometries. First envision a 2-cm-wide b«. .1:. cf eitvt :\ :.•• 
incident on a standard 2 * 2-cm rectangular cell. I'or illustrative pur­
poses, we use 1-MeV electrons, 0.005-cm-thiek alurunum foil, and 10 atn. of 
xenon contained in a stainless steel cell. We note that lbc of the energy 
is backscattered, 5u% deposits in the walls, and onlv 20% deposits in the 
gas, with the remaining energy lust in the foil. 
To increase the fraction of the energy deposited in the cell we inject 
the electrons toward the cell center, as shown in fig. 11. However, the 
deposition profile across the cell is still nonuniform. liy ir./t-cr ii-.g the 
electrons from two sides, the transverse uniformity is increa-r-ed as si.m-.n 
in Fig. 12. 
A more natural geometry is cylindrical injection into the cell. Kith 
a cell diai.ieter d having a value d *v 0.5 R Q : uniform deposition i-; pro­
vided with v5fC of the gun energy deposited in the cav'fy. 
Later sections will describe gun configurations to PIUDP the desired 
cell geometries. 
ELECTRON' CUN5 
Of the ir.any types of e]5ctron guns such as therrionic (5.2;, giofc ;.55j , 
cold cathode (54), field emission (S3), photo emission i'5t>) . multipaction l-V 
and plasma (5S) , only the first three have found widespread use for 
pumping lasers. The first Two are typically used for low voltage 
(0.1-0.5 MY), low-current density (£10 A/cm') and long pulse t 1 '..s to 
continuous,). The third covers this range and extends to high Voltage, 
greater current density a^ .d shorter pulse widths but not continuous. 
The former guns are limited to the long pulse width necessary to -TO-
duce reasonable energy density in the gas iit their intrinsically limited 
current density. The latter gun is United to pulsed operation by pi:smas 
in the gap. Additionally the former guns may be grid controlled whor<.' the 
latter may not, again because cf pli.sma closure. 
The operating regimes for the guns overlap and one may use post 
acceleration to obtain higher voltage or focusing to increase currert 
density on ti.e first two guns. However, we will distinguish the natural 
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lvj'.imrs ..f operat ion as applied to nur.ping large volumes i-f yi 
l-eari arc-is • ]ff to Id 1 ar.: . 
for 
! 'I;K t i.:;il ope ra t ing coi .d i t i ons , maintenance, and f a i l u r e rt 'des nu^i 
;i |so he considered in s e l ec t ing the designing a nun. ! or o a r j l e , neuter 
or M;tsn..i production power requirements are i rpor tan t to consider in oyster; 
economic;,. Inadvertent contair.inat i *>n of the cathode because of hindou 
f a i l u r e can be important to the gun l i f e t i m e . 
Thermionic fains 
Ihen i'.nie emission u c u r * from n heated conductor utvord.ng to the 
iv ichardson-l 'ust rom (.r>i>, re at ion 
, , , r .- j * , 
where A ir i-i:,J A/ (cm* /dog' ) and W is the thermionic work funct ion. 
U-\ 
I n u r e IS summarises the sa tu ra ted current dens i ty for several types 
of cathodes . (lal lagher (M'j has reviewed the r e l a t i v e ef fec t of poisoning 
on these several c;ithodes as shown in l i g . i l . 
The 
t o o.< vge 
above' :i\-
use shnu 
thori . i tei 






o.xule cut !u">de mav be dismissed because of i t s easy susce*-t ib i 1 i t y 
po i son nig. I'uiv t ungstcn cathodes arc rugged, but s ince cathodes 
ui jiniliY are dominated by r ad ia t ion l o s s , which va r i es a t 'i" , i t s 
:i be evaluated c a r e f u l l y , Cathodes such as lanthanun. hcxaboride, 
tungs ten , and barium tungsten (.dispenser; c f fe r a ! j lance between 
i 1 i ty to poisoning and excessive hea t e r l o s s . The l a t t e r two 
:ire r e c e i \ i n g most widespread use for l a s e r s . Thoriatcd tungsten 
'.• prepared in the form of wires and bariur. tungsten in the form 
isol i d s ) . Since the thorium or barium is admixed throughout the 
u'lume, the cathodes can be recondi t ioned i,to some extent ) a f t e r 
The e x t r a c t i o n o.' uniform beams at low-current d e n s i t i e s (; 1 A 'era- 'j 
and reasonable anode-cathode (a-k.) gaps requ i res the use of a gr id close 
to the cathode such that the gr id-ca thode ig-kj g.-'P is space-char; rge in tne tiiiMior SUCH truii tne gi iu-c;iuiuuc vg-iw g-*p i> spiice-inui ge 
l imi ted , ( 'urrent dens i ty and pulse width arc then determined by the (g-k) 
p u t e n t i a l . The rise-time of the pulse is l imited by the (g-k'j capaci tance 
(which must be charged] and by the d r i v e - c i r c u i t '«'""•*•*«-*-inductance. 
The beam e l e c t r o n t r a j e c t o r i e s arc t y p i c a l l y con t ro l l ed by e l e c t r o ­
s t a t i c op t i c s such as the Pierce conf igura t ion (dl) or other appropr i a t e ly 
graded s t r u c t u r e s . 
The inse r t ion of any s t r u c t u r e in the diode wi l l cause a change in 
the e l ec t ron t r a j e c t o r i e s . The g r i d , when placed c lose to the cathode 
(hence requ i r ing small coi.trol b i a s ) , ac ts as an e l ec t ron l e n s . Amboss (-19) 
has shown tha t such gr id ape r tu res focus the beam c lose to the gr id and 
give r i s e to a displacement (Kg) at the anode r e l a t i v e to the axis of the 
a p e r t u r e of 
a-k 1/2 t : j ) 
-n-
where a is the aperture radius. Such deflection is important for narrow 
beams, and such beam divergence may cause electron loss in a foil support. 
Olow Discharge tuns 
Clow-discharge electron guns have been used for some time. These guns 
have taken the form of diodes with solid cathodes ((>2) or hollow cathodes (03) 
with grid control (64). However, such guns have only recently been applied 
to laser pumping (65). 
Examples of the diode glow-discharge electron gun is shown in rigs. IS 
and 16. A low pressure gas MO-50 u helium fills the gun. The voltage is 
dropped primarily across an ion sheath close to the cathode. The remainder 
of the gun is roughly at equipotential with the anode. Ions having up to 
the full-gun voltage impact the cathode surface releasing secondary elec­
trons that are accelerated through the sheath. The ions are generated 
primarily by electron-atom collisions in the sheath region. Electrons are 
also generated in the sheath region (throughout the accelerating region) 
and consequently such guns are characterised by widespread electron energies 
for a fixed accelerating voltage. 
The hoi low-cathode glow-discharge gun has been developed by Bayless (6*1 j 
for large-area beam production as illustrated in Fig. 17. The gun con­
sists of an electron production region and a triode acceleration region. 
The entire diode is filled with 10-50 mtorr of helium. Within the hollow-
cathode region, an ignitor electrode at a potential of <1 kV produces 
plasma. The low-voltage electrons within this region cause ionization. 
The ions increase the electron density through collisions with the large-
area hollow-cathode wall. Ion acceleration occurs through a sheath as in 
the previously described gun, but only to potentials £1 keV as controlled 
by the ignitor electrode, thereby reducing sputtering. The electrons are 
extracted from the hollow-cathode container through a grid structure that 
is biased and that faces the triode assembly. This grid structure may be 
biased to provide current control. Normally electrons are extracted from 
the plasma sheath and controlled by the interelectrode grid with a bias 
^100 V. They are then accelerated between this grid and the anode. In the 
acceleration region electron-ion collisions are negligible and hence little 
divergence is introduced by the gas in this region. The grid-anode 
spacing d „ a is selected in concert with the voltage so that neither vacuum 
or gas breakdown occurs. These breakdown limits are determined by the 
Cranberg vacuum breakdown criterion (66) and the Paschen gas-breakdown 
curve (67) as shown in fig. 18. 
Cold Cathode Diodes 
Whereas the thermionic and glow electron guns are limited to low-
current densities and hence long pulses to produce a specified electron 
energy deposition, cold cathode guns provide high-current densities and 
short pulses. 
In its simplest form, the cold cathode is a smooth metal or graphite 
surface. More sophisticated forms use field enhancement provided by 
needles or blades, or metal-dielectric interfaces. 
J. C. Martin (68) first utilized a variety of iJ.ese cathodes for the 
production of reasonable area, high-current density electron beams. 
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Through extensive studies of such cathodes, Mesyats (69) discovered the 
mechanisms responsible for electror, emission. Both Bradley et al. (70) and 
Parker (71) found that these emission mechanises are relevant to the afort 
mentioned cathodes. 
Basic to the operation of these cathodes is the explosion of whisker 
microprotrusions on the cathode surface. As the applied voltage rises, 
field emission occurs from the microtips of the whiskers. The net field 
enhancement is a product (72) of a microscopic field-enhancement factor 3n 
caused by local protrusions on the cathode surface and a macroscopic 
field-enhancement factor fyj caused by the gross cathode structure. The 
microscopic field-enhancement factor is a function primarily of the micro-
protrusion shape and not the size (73), and leads to field-enhancement 
factors (.4) of ^ ^ 10-100. 
The initial field emission at the microtip gives rise to heating and 
vaporation processes at the tip, which at local current densities 
M O 9 A/cm 2 causes the explosive formation of a plasma (69). This plasma 
has a density M 0 X 7 - 10 and expands rather synunetically from the micro-
tip with a velocity v p ^ 2 * 10 6 cm/s relatively independent of the gap 
voltage or cathode material. The plasma from adjacent microtips blends 
together to form a smooth (69) plasma-cathode surface from which electrons 
are accelerated toward the anode. 
I.ow-level voltage coupled from the pulse-forming line (prepulse) or an 
externally applied voltage may aid in the production of this plasma. 
Forester (75) and Mesyats (76) have shown that such preapplied voltages 
may lead to the production of a stable uniform-plasna surface. However, 
they show that certain conditions of preapplied voltages can lead to un­
stable operation. In such a case, most likely a few whiskers explode, 
drawing locally high currents leading to a local magnetohydrodynamic 
jetting (77) of the plasma across the gan. Although the precise mechanism 
is not clear, the unstable regime results in a nonuniform e-bcam and gap 
closure at greater than 2 cm/us. 
After an initial field emission and whisker explosion phase lasting 
a few nanoseconds» the space between the cathode plasma and the anode is 
space-charge limited (78). For a simple parallel-planar gap, the space-
charge-linit^rt impedance is given by 
.„„ (d . - v t ) 2 
^planar 1/2 A i u* L J 
where the anode-cathode gap (dajc in centimeters) has been corrected for the 
cathode plasma moving with velocity v„ in cm/us with t in i_s. V is the gap 
voltage in megavolts and A is the beam cross-sectional area in square 
centimeters. 
Blade Cathodes. Blades are commonly used in cold-cathode electron 
guns at low-current density because macroscopic cathode-field enhancement 
is required at low-current densities (<50 A/cm 2) to Form a cathode. The 
geometrv for a single blade is shown in Fig. 19. The impedance for such 
a blade is given by 
4 s^_ p ' ( d t t k - y ) ' 
"blade " 1/2 2 Aw(S + Aw) "' C - S ) 
where £ is the blade length in centimeters, Aw is the beam width at the anode 
plane in centimeters, and p 2 is a field enhancement factor. Tvpicallv the 
blade protrudes from a background plane, and Bradley and T. II. Martin (79) 
have empirically determined ('at least for small gaps) the relation 
Aw = 1.46 h 1 / 4 d , (2(,) 
where h is the blade height above the background plane. We (79) have also 
empirically determined a relation for the* electron divergence from a single 
blade for the particular case where h = 0.25 on as 
6, = 0.6 t cm^Cx/d) x < Aw, (27) 
where x is the distance along the anode measured along the anode orthogonal 
to the blade. 
While Singer (SO) has described the use of single blades, Loda (81) 
and J. C. Martin (82) have employed multiple blades. Bradley et al. (79) 
have examined the gap impedance and beam divergence as the numbc~ of blades 
on a cathode support is increased. As shown in Pig- 20 the gap mpedance 
varied smoothly as the number of blades increased between that fVr assumed 
independent blades and an assumed planar surface. Essentially the emitting 
surface increased from an array of plasma cylinders (corresponding to the 
plasma on each blade edge) to a flat-plasma surface as the plasma from the 
individual blades merged together. They also showed that the mean-beam 
divergence decreased as the number of blades increased, as expected from 
the consequent smoothing of the fields at the cathode surface. 
Beam divergence is an important consideration in using blade cathodes 
(also thermionic wire cathodes) because of possible electron loss to a foil 
support as shown in Fig. 21. Such loss may be minimized by orienting the 
blades orthogonal to the foil support bars. 
Solid Cold Cathode. At higher current densities (£100 A/cm 2) graphite 
cathodes have been widely employed. A high-purity fine-particle praphite 
material is uniformly machined and cleaned. Such cathodes have provided 
reproducible beams for thousands of shots at M kA/cii;2 over periods of 
months even with occasional window failures (83). 
The giading of cold cathode guns to provide Pierce-type electrostatic 
trajectory control is complicated by the fact that virtually all structures 
in fields sufficient to cause cold-cathode emission also emit. Jedynak (S4) 
and Trump (85) introduced the use of dielectric coatings to suppress vacuum 
hreakdown. J. C. Martin (86) used liquid (oil) coatings and Schlitt (87) 
used solid coatings to suppress undesired emission on cathode-grading 
structures. 
Present investigations are attempting to find a durable coating for 
fields of 0.5-2 MV/cm. 
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Gun Geometry 
As we move toward larger guns with higher total current, the effects 
of the beam self-magnetic field becomes important. Electron beam self pinch 
sets constraints on the maximum current and geometry. As an electron is 
accelerated toward the anode it is deflected by the self-magnetic field 
with gyroradius r„. If this gyroradius is comparable to or less than the 
diode gap daj., the beam pinches and is cut off (43) -
We consider a rectangular beam with a two-side injection and a 
cylindrically injected beam as shown in I'ig. 22. The maximum deflection 
for an electron at the beam edge is given approximately by 
/ j 2d. \ 
in" 1 I - — — = — TT 1 (rectangular beam), 
VAL / 
(28) 
(cylindrical beam), (29) 
where £ is the cathode length in centimeters, r a is the cell radius in 
certimeters, r c is the cathode radius in centimeters, and I , is 17 BY in 
kiloamperes. 
Let us contrast two-sided rectangular and cylindrical injection for 
a particular set of parameters. Let Itotal = 45 kA, V = 300 kV, 6=2 cm, 
cell width (diameter) =2.5 cm, and £ = 20 cm. Also let the cells have 
the same active volume. Then 
in"' l^i ft„ ii||- = sin" 1 [1.26] - cutoff. (51) dc 
The rectangular case is slightly pinched while the cylindrical case is 
cut off. 
This case was selected to illustrate the drastic difference between 
the two geometries. The fundamental cause of the difference is the manner 
in which the ;inode current is returned to the diode, a factor neglected in 
previous diode models. As shown in the sketch, the current in the rec­
tangular case is returned orthogonal to the optical axis and the current 
in the cylindrical case is returned parallel to the optical axis. The 
latter case gives stronger magnetic fields enhancing the tendencv to cut 
off. 
A way to utilize a cylindrical cell and avoid cutoff is to return the 
current along a radial ground plane from the anode (cell) as shown, thereby 
reducing the net magnetic-field intensity and approximate a "folded" 
rectangular geometry. This geometry also has the attribute that the elec­
tron trajectories are directed toward the center of the cell to provide 
uniform pumping. 
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The cylindrical cells reported by Ault (37) and ("erardo i$S) are fed 
only from one side. They actually operate in a pseudocylindriciil rcodc wirh 
currents configuring themselves to approximate the quasicylindrica] scheme. 
That is, the return current flows nonsymmetrically on the cell [anode) 
opposite the cathode feed, thereby reducing the magnetic field on the feed 
side below cutoff. In a true cylindrical geometry, these diodes would be 
at or close to cutoff, pumping only the center of the cell. 
Because of the diode self-pinch we are led to a modularization of the 
diode to limit a module current and reduce the Module self-pinch. U'e will 
return to this question in a subsequent section. 
Diode Grading 
We have examined some cathode types and emission processes. IVe now 
consider the configuration of the diode to grade the electric field 
balancing the beam-space charge and self-magnetic fields so as to properly 
guide the electrons toward the laser cell. In general, we desire the elec­
trons directed orthogonally toward the cell wall. In some cases we may 
want the electrons convergent toward the cell center to compensate for 
gas scatter in the cell, and in other cases we might settle for a divergent 
electron flow to facilitate construction of the diode. 
We first review the case where the self-magnetic field is negligible, 
as it is in many low-current density (J < 1 A/cm 2) guns, then include the 
self-magnetic field effect for higher current-density situations. 
Typically low-current density guns are grid controlled. Otherwise 
space-charge-limited operation would lead to excessively laryc (a-k) paps 
and temperature-controlled emission would lead to nonuniform and non-
reproducible beams. 
The simple planar-diode divergence at the beam edge is caused by lens 
action in the grid and by nonuniformity in the space charge at the cathode 
edge. Thus a Pierce or other appropriate geometry is required to properly 
grade the net electric field in the diode. Amboss [49) has illustrated 
several geometries that control the electron flow while Veering the diode 
dimensions reasonable. Figure 23 shows two such geometries. Figure 23a 
uses a cylindrical sector cathode and planar anode and the electrons are 
directed orthogonal to the cell wall. Figure 25b employs a purely cylin­
drical sector geometry. Although this geometry leads to a divergent 
e-beam, it has the attribute that the cylindrical vacuum \essel is easy to 
fabricate. Amboss also has illustrated in Fig. 24 how the idealized 
Pierce geometries for selected flows may be implemented in practice In-
proper termination of the electrode structures such that the cquiPotentials 
in the region of the beam approximate those for the Pierce geometry. 
For cases where the self-magnetic field is negligible, one may simulate 
the fields ': analog techniques such as teledeltos paper C^'J or electro­
lytic tanks (89) provided care is taken to account for the space charge 
near the cathode. Such simulations are reasonably accurate, because to 
first order the electrons follow the electric field lines. Where the self-
magnetic field is important, however, a self-consistant code including 
magnetic field effects must be used to numerical]y simulate the electron 
flow. 
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Utilizing such a code developed by Hermannsfeldt (lJVj , Schlitt (21) has 
shown that curvature of the cathode for rectangular beans with intense 
magnetic fields (J "' 1 kA/cmz and I t o t '- lfto kA) can to some decree com­
pensate for the self-magnetic pinch as shown in Fig. 25. He has further 
shown that a proper combination of cathode and anode shaping ca. be used to 
largely compensate for self pinch and provide an electron beam directed 
orthogonal to the cell wall as shown in F^. 26. The above simulations 
(with experimental correlation) relate to the narrow dimension of a rec­
tangular e beam, which has a large long-to-narrow dimensional aspect ratio. 
Magnetic compensation is also required in the long dimension. 
With the higher current e beams, the effect of the magnetic fields 
from the anode return and cathode feed must also be compensated. The anode 
return-current effect was mentioned in the previous section. The cathode 
feed-current effect is best illustrated by the semiubiquitous center-fed 
rectangular cathode commonly used in CU 2 guns, as shown in Fig. 5. Because 
the current is fed to the center of the cathode and flows along the cathode 
toward the ends, it produces a magnetic field midway along the cathode that 
opposes, and is usually more intense than, the beam self-magnetic field. 
This results in a divergence of the electrons at the midpoints away from 
the gun center as shown in Fig. 27. Consequently, because of the foil 
supports typically employed in such guns, the current density is reduced 
and the electron penetration into the gas foreshortened. For C0 2 lasers 
having a cavity bias field, the current density may be increased at these 
points by increasing cathode emission. However, direct gas pumping with 
diodes that are already fully space-charge limited such effects produce 
unacceptable nonuniformities in pumping and alternative cathode feeds are 
requi red. 
Diode Modularization 
As wc move toward larger cavity size and higher total currents, some 
point is reached at which electrostatic grading of the diode becomes 
intractable and we are led to a modularization of the diode (and perhaps 
source and feeds) to reduce the self-magnetic field rer module with 
magnetic isolation of the modules. 
The simple economics of optics leads us to desire laser beam diameters 
^20-30 cm. Because gas has a modest enerpy-storage density, we require 
long amplifier modules (7. ^  1-10 m ) . Thus we envision long, thin cavities. 
Two attractive geometries for direct e-henr: puivpiny are cylindrical and 
slab, as shown in Fig. 4. The cylindrical geometry is a natural match to 
tiie laser beam and utilizes radial electron injection. The slab geometry 
is designed for multinle-pass energy extraction and is pumped for two sides 
by the c beam. 
The diode modularization choices are t^o-fold involving a host of 
small he.-'UiS or involving rectangular hoar.p, The application to the two 
geometries is quite similar except that in the cylindrical izeonetry the 
rectangular beams may be oriented parallel tc the axis i.bar geometry; or 
wrapped around the axis (hoop geometry) as shown in Fig. 2.v. 
I-. lectron Beam !>ri ft 
In early e-bcam pumped pas-laser experiments, the e : can: M I S drifted 
through neutral gas from the gun to the fell, providing f^r decou-ling ol' 
the laser from machine shock (91) and for control of the current density 
independent of the gun parameters (92). In such drift it is necessary to 
produce an e beam of minimum transverse energy by controlling run omittance 
and divergence and using thin foils separating gun-drift chamber. The 
minimization of the e-beam transverse energy is important to drift effi­
ciency (20), propagation through cell window supports (20), and e-beam 
focusability (93). The latter is mentioned because one may want to focus 
the e beam to penetrate small, differentially pumped apertures isolating 
the gun from the cell (93) or to control the current density (92). 
SOURCE-: TECHNOLOGY 
Overview 
The e-beam pumped gas laser may be envisioned as one in which random 
electron energy from the wall plug is space-time compressed and improved 
in directional quality. The overall process is shown in the block diagram 
of Fig. 29. From the wall plug the electrical energy is transformed to 
high voltage and stored. A pulse-forming network then shapes the electrical 
pulse applied to the electron gun. The e beam from the gun is directed 
into the gas where the energy is stored in an appropriate population in­
version. In the optical amplifier mode, the energy is extracted in a high-
quality optical beam. Most promising visible-laseT transitions currently 
identified must be pumped in times from 0.01 to 1 us. H'ithin this temporal 
regime, there are two ways to form pulses, using either distributed or 
lumped pulse-forming networks (PFN's). Tnc former may be as simple as a 
section of charged cable and the latter may be the lumped equivalent of 
this cable. Which circuit may be used is determined by the rise time L/R 
time constant of the component inductances and the load resistance, and by 
the Ac" time constant of the circuit. Nominally the distributed circuit 
is required for very short or very powerful pulses. 
Distributed circuits are pulse charged at high voltage and during 
charge act as a capacitor. Examples of the pulse charger arc the Marx (94), 
LC generator (95), transformer (96), and Van do Graff (97). In the Marx 
and LC generator an array of capacitors is charged at low voltage and 
switched (erected) to high voltage. The transformer principle is well 
known, but great care must be taken to Prevent high-voltage breakdown. The 
Van de Graff employs a belt to slowly charge the PFL. The latter two circuits 
have not been successfully used for more than a few kiloioules. 
Alternate techniques exist to produce similar results such as charging 
distributed or lumped lines (9S) at low voltage and erecting them to high 
voltage. The novel spiral generator (98) synthesizes both functions. 
The lumped circuit approach was extensively developed during the 1940's 
for pulsed radar and has recently been extended to high-voltage application. 
The simplest circuit involves only a high-voltage capacitor (Marx) to 
approximate a square pulse as shown in Fig. 30. 'Hie rise time is determined 
by the system inductance and load resistance (i ^ L/R) and fall time by 
the capacitance and load resistance (i* ^ RC). 
In the next sections we will describe the source elements in more 
detail, and later mention switching and component breakdown. 
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Marx Generators 
The Marx generator consists of a series interconnection of capacitors 
and switches. An example is given in !ig. 31, which shows a folded Marx 
and contains a pair of capacitors per switch. The capacitors are alternately 
(plus-minus) charged with respect to the central switch. Such a capacitor 
pair and switch constitute a stage. In this example, the first switch is 
triggered
 t o erect the Marx. The key to precise erection is the use of 
interstage coupling, which in the example is provided by the capacitive 
coupling of the adjacent capacitor containers. 
Considering the first two stages at the instant that the first gar' is 
fired, we see n series circuit formed by the capacitors and switch capac­
itance and coupled back to the first capacitor by the intercontainer ca­
pacitance. Nominally the capacitors have values C '- I'.l-l u!:, the switches 
C_s "• in pF and the coupling C c '• 1 nF. Thus, in the two-stage loor, the 
loop voltage is distributed inversely with the capacitance and almost all 
appears across the unfired switch, thereby drastically overvolting and 
firing it. Thereafter the process reneats sequentially up the Marx. 
Because of the zigzag capacitor arrangement and because the switch over-
voltage in this example is twice the stage voltage, this Marx is referred 
to as an S-type n = 2 Marx (99). The Marx, where only one switch is 
triggered, typically has an erection iitter of "*5f> ns. 
The erection .iitter may be reduced if all switches are triggered. The 
jitter is minimized if alternate pairs of mid-plane switches are triggered 
separately as shown in rig. 32. Since the alternate pairs of gaps are 
triggered, this is referred to as an m = 2 triggered Marx (9-1). These 
Marxs have jitter of -2 ns. This loi> iitter is important to laser 
application for staging amplifiers or for synchronizing diagnostics. 
'Hie charge resistors were omitted from the preceding figures for 
claritv. A complete Marx is shown in Fig. 33, which is typical of those 
used in most new generation e-beam laser systems. 
Alternatives of inductive charging, which is preferable for repeti-
tivelv pulsed systems ^nd resistive or inductive coupling, also exist. 
Clearly these elements must represent a high impedance to the erected Marx 
relative to the load. Fitch (94) has summarized the basic principles of 
operation for this and other Marxs, and gives a more detailed categorization 
of Marx types. 
An important consideration in how uuickly a Marx can deliver its energy 
or its suitability as a lumped-ciTcuit element is the Marx inductance. 
TTiis inductance arises from three main places, the capacitors, the switches, 
and the loop inductance between the Marx and the ground return (container). 
A rule of thumb for a well-designed Marx is that these three contributions 
be equal. 
Resistive losses arc also important to the efficient extraction of 
energy from the Marx. Generally such losses, aside from the easily 
evaluated charge and trigger losses, are distributed through the Marx, 
particularly within the capacitors (IOC) ami also in the skin effect loss 1101) 
of the elements. 
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U: Generator 
The l.C genera tor has been used t o d r ive e-beam guns through d i s ­
t r i b u t e d (95) or lumped (102) elements . I t s p r i n c i p l e of operat ion is 
shown in F i g . 34. The capac i to r s a re n lus -n inus charged a l t e r n a t e l y , ,\ 
s imultaneous t r i g g e r i n g of the switches causes a l t e r n a t e canac i to r s to 
r i ng through t h e i r contiguous i n d u c t o r s , revers ing t h e i r p o l a r i t y and 
p lac ing the capac i to r s in s e r i e s . This conf igura t ion excludes the su i t e ! es 
from the e rec t ed c i r c u i t thereby reducing the net inductance by 1/5 of that 
fo r a Marx. However, a lack of synchronizat ion or pre f i r e of one switch 
causes most of the genera tor energy to flow through one switch. Because 
of t h i s f au l t mode, l.C genera tors a re t y p i c a l l y used for systems requ i r ing 
only a very fow swi tches . 
Transformer 
The t ransformer i s s u i t a b l e to supply high vo l t age for e i t h e r lumped 
or d i s t r i b u t e d c i r c u i t s , fn e i t h e r use i t d i r e c t l y changes a high vo l t age 
c a p a c i t o r from a low-voltage capac i to r . The t ransformer i s genera l ly 
used in a ^ouble resonance mode (103) to achieve h igh-vo l tage gain and 
optimu-v. ene rgy- t r ans fe r e f f i c i ency . In t h i s mode the primary and secondary 
resonant f requencies a r e s e l ec t ed equal U_o = / L ^ i = jLyi^) and the 
coupling coe f f i c i en t i s s e l e c t e d to be K = M / ^ L j = 0 .6 . 
Transformers supplying up to 5 MV have been used since at l eas t 
1928 (104). They have the advantage of apparent s imp l i c i t y of design and 
ease of c o n s t r u c t i o n . However, in p r a c t i c e they have h^en l imi ted to a 
few k i l o j o u l e s or l e s s , whereas the ex tens ive Marx development has led to 
r e l i a b l e systems for k i l o j o u l e s to several mcyaioules. 
Two bas ic transformer geometries have evolved. 'I. H. Martin (105) and 
Abramyan ((JC) have independently developed s i m i l a r t e s l a designs as i l l u s ­
t r a t e d in Fig. 54. Others £106) have recen t ly b u i l t 2-M\ enera to rs using 
t h i s design. .T. C. Martin (107) introduced the s m r a i wound transformer 
which has r ecen t ly been appl ied by Rohwein (10Sj to dr i i'e h igh-current 
e lec t ron-ream guns as shown in Fig. 35. Abrair.yan (9t>) and .1. C. Martin (l n ' . 'J 
have appl ied these two transformer types r e p e t i t i v e l y to pulsed systcirs . 
<ireat care must he taken to nroncrly grade the transformer for high 
vo l tage and to p ro t ec t i t from t r a n s i e n t s occurr ing during the secondary 
capac i to r discharge into the load. 
u i s t r i b u t c d Tulse-! wrung l i n e s 
The bas i c pulse-Forming l i ne is shown in I ig . 36. 'Hie l ine is milse 
charged from a Marx or t ransformer, and during slow charge ac t s as a 
c a p a c i t o r as shown in I : ig . 37. We wil l use Marxs in future d iscuss ions of 
the c i r c u i t e lements . The l i n e vo l tage , neg lec t ing losse<, i* given by 
where 
. , ^ 
and 
^•(k-kJ 
A voltage gain of up to two may be realized by decreasing the line capacity 
relative to the Marx capacity. Typically at or near the peak of the line-
charging waveform, the switch is closed connecting the line to the load. 
The line discharge time At must be small compared with the Marx-line charge 
time to minimize energy loss back to the Marx. 
The most common geometries for PFL Ts are coaxial (110) and flat 
plate ( H I ) , as shown in Fig. 38, although parallel bar (112) ar,d disc 
lines (113) also find application. The characteristic impedances for the 
first two lines are determined by 
= 0 - ^ TCJ, (33) 
Klicre i- arid C are the inductance and capacitance per unit length. In 
practical dimensions, these are 
:„,. = ~r
 t n
 r 2 / r i (coaxial), (34) 
"°P " /T h (planar), (35) 
where ( y is the relative dielectric constant of line dielectric; 1*2, ri arc 
the outer and the inner line radius respectively; and a, b are the plate 
sepal at ion and the width respectively. 
Ihe most common dielectrics are oil and water, which have time-
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where P is the electric field in MY/cm, t is the effective charge tine in 
microseconds [defined as that time for which the voltage exceed? 031 of its 
self-breakdown value). A is the line electrode area in centimeters suuared; 
K is a constant whose value depends on the liquid dielectric (K = 0.5 for 
oil and K+ = 0..i for water), hater breakdown is polarity dependent and K* 
corresponds to a positive field-enhanced electrode. The strength of a 
negative field-enhanced electrode for water is K„ - 0.6. Because cf this 
polarity effect in water, the center electrode of a coax is usually 
selected to be negative if possible, thereby permitting optimum energy 
storage. If we select the criteria that breakdown from either electrode 
in a water coax be equally probable, then the natural characteristic 
impedance for a water line is 5.S f.. Similarly including on area effect 
for an oil line it is ^20 ft. Usually one cannot deviate from these natural 
impedances by more than a factor of 2-5 without encountering breakdown 
problems or excessively large devices. 
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Solid dielectrics have been used in some lines, bit problems tif life, 
time, edge grading, and absolute failure in the event of arcing has limited 
their practical use to £300 kV. 
The electrical pulse length of a line, as deten/.ined by the velocity 
of the propagation of electromagnetic radiation through the volume is given 
by 
2/eTT 
At = - r — , t 3 7 ) 
where H is the line length in centimeters, and C is the velocity of light 
in free space in centimeters per second. Combining the above relations, 
we obtain a useful relation 
At ,„ , 
"o = 2C^ " ^ B l 
When the switch closes connecting the line to the load, the resulting 
output pulse is determined by the relative characteristic line and load 
impedances as shown in Fig. 59. Thus, the line may be mismatched to achieve 
voltage or current gain, but at the expense of efficiency and the production 
of post pulses. The latter can usually be crowbarred from the gun. Through­
out the range of interest to lasers, 0.2 < V < 5 MV, either oil or water 
lines may be constructed. However, for certain applications mismatch Is 
desirable since the natural line impedance i • limited. For efficient x-ray 
production, the load is usually mismatched high and for high-current plasma 
experiments it can be mismatched low. Alternately series and(or) parallel 
combinations of lines can be used to extend the range of operation, but 
not without severe constraints imposed by cumulative losses and interface 
problems. 
It is often convenient to use a Thevinen equivalent circuit (115j to 
describe the line discharge into the load during the main pulse as shown in 
Fig. 40, where V^ is the line-charge voltage. A standard textbook example 
is to show that maximum energy is transferred to the load when the 
impedances are matched. The circuit in this configuration is merely -•• 
voltage divider and load voltages are quickly determined. Ihe load voltage 
for the matched case is half the charge voltage. 
In reality switch and gun inductances must be included in the circuit 
as shewn in Fig. 41. These inductances cause an e-fold rise time (and 
fall time) of 
L + I 
•r - r-vf • c*» 
o L 
This time must clearly be small relative to the pulse width to approximate 
a square wave. Minimum rise time is importo;:. -o lasers because low-energy 
electrons deposit primarily in the foil and adiacent gas causing excessive 
foil heating and nonuniform pumping. Too small of a switch inductance 
relative to the gun inductance can he detrimental because when the switch 
is first closed the inductive divider circuit applies most of the voltage 
across the gun, is up to twice the matched (or normal) gun voltage, and 
might cause the gun insulator to flashover. 
The necessity to charge the I'll, to twice the desired gun voltage led 
Blumlein (116) to develop a circuit (now nam.-d after him) that is charged to 
only the gun voltage as shown in Pig. 42. This circuit is matched if 
2oi + Zoz - 2j_. The high-voltage flat-plate Blumlein was developed by 
J. C. Martin and the coaxial Blumlein by D. Martin. In practice a folded 
Blumlein is commonly used as shown in Fig. 43. This configuration saves 
space and permits the common floating electrode to be supported between the 
other two electrodes. In the coaxial folded Blumlein if the breakdown 
probability on all electrodes is roughly equal, then the characteristic im­
pedances of the lines differ. It should be noted that the unbalanced Blum-
lcin applies a prepulse across the gun during charge. Consideration must 
be given as to the effect of the prepulse on the gun, particularly the cold 
cathode gun. 
There are several circuits for I'I'L's that improve the rise time applied 
to the load. The only one we will describe uses series-peaking gaps in 
series with the PFL. Such gaps are usually used with a transfer line inter­
connecting PPL and gun. The gaps may be located along the line or at the 
gun. In addition to reducing the voltage rise time at the gun, these gaps 
provide decoupling of the gun from the PFI. during charge. 
A further reduction in prepulse may be obtained by using shunt resis­
tors across the gun, provided their resistance is several times higher than 
the characteristic line (or load) impedance. Shunt resistors give added 
flexibility in source applications because they can b? varied in value, as 
gun current is varied, such that the PFL remains matched. Thus, the v.-ve-
form can remain unchanged even though the gun is run at very low currents. 
Pulse Forming Networks 
The simplest, and thus far most widely used circuit for driving laser 
guns at longer pulses involves simply a Marx connected to the gun as shown 
in Fig. 44a. The gun voltage is given by 
,. \n . -t/RC -tK/L, .,,. 
\, = — (e - e ). (40; 
'• /R! - 4L/C 
The waveform applied to the load is shown in Fig. 44b, where the rise time 
is determined by L/R and the fall time by RL. Since the electrons pass 
through a foil into the gas, those below a certain threshold are stopped 
in the foil resulting in a more rectangular pump pulse as shown in Fig. 45. 
Hie consequent foil heating may lestl to foil fai'tire. Milde (117) and 
Ault (37) have developed such systems providing M O O J at a few hert;. 
By increasing the capacitance and using a crowbar, one can also approxi­
mate a rectangular pulse. Such systems have been made by Kolb (US) and 
l.oda (119). The crowbar reduces foil heating hut at a significant sacrifice 
in energy. Tradeoffs can be made concerning the amount of permissible 
droop and wasted energy. For systems smaller than a few kilojoules, this 
approach is sometimes economically attractive, although for high frequency 
systems the dissipation of wasted energy can be a problem. 
then R£ = L/C or ',/Ri, = Rj_C. A symmetrical rise and fall are provided and 
a characteristic frequency of u = 1//LC" is obtained. 
Tuned resonant-circuit elements can be added to provide a more rec­
tangular waveform, in essence adding higher Fourier components to the wave­
form. This approach was developed by Guilleman (120) and was summarized by 
Glasoe and Lebacqz (121). 
A trapezoidal current waveform as shown in Fig. 45 may be represented 
by a Fourier series 
i(t) = I £ b v sin ^  , (41) 
v=l 
where b = — — - — — for \J = 1, 3, 5, ... A ladder network can be con­
structed to produce this waveform as shown in Fig. 46 where 
VoJiT si" ipp • C42) 
L = 
VTTb., 
V ~ Z VTT 
0 
This basic circuit can be transformed into alternate fori.. •> by using Fosters 
Reactance Theorem (122) (partial fraction expansion) or Cauurs Reactance 
Theorem (122) (continued division). The approach is to write the impedance 
for the basic circuit and apply one of the foregoing theorems to develop 
an alternate physically realizable circuit. Examples of circuits thus 
derived are shown in Fig. 47. These circuits are referred to as fiulliman 
type A, B, or C circuits. 
The degree of approximation to a trapezoidal wave is determined by the 
number of sections used in the network, as illustrated in Fig. 48 showing 
normalized waveforms for 2, 3, and 5 section networks. 
A ladder network similar to type B but having all inductors and 
capacitors of the same value has been used widely. It has the advantage 
that all components are identical, thereby facilitating construction. 
Riepe (102) has developed a compersating circuit, shown in Fig. 49, 
that improves the current rise time at the load. 
These circuits have been widely applied to pumpj-n,"7 CO2 as illustrated 
in the paper by Riepe (102). The type A circuit h??; been employed in the 
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mogavolt range u\i to 100-kJ t^^al energy. Ury (125) used a water capac i to r 
in conjunction with a Marx and Smith (124) developed a s o l i d - c a p a c i t o r 
tuned-element nt-twork. 
Other Topics 
Switching, insulator breakdown, and flashover form an interesting 
subject but are toe extensive for inclusion in this lecture. Much of the 
basic information is contained in the paper by J. C. Martin (114), More 
detail on particular subjects can be gleaned from the various publications 
such as those by Denholm (125) or Friingel (126). 
EXAMPLES OF TECHNOLOGY 
Since the e-beam pumped visible-gas laser is so new, entire systems 
have not yet evolved. V.'e, therefore, give examples from LLL of complementary 
sources illustrative of those devices on which reseir'h conceiving these 
systems has been and is being, done. '.Ve then give hypothetical examples 
of how one might utilize this technology for high peak power or high 
average-power amplifiers. Most of the systems concepts required such as 
uniformity, mode control, interstpge isolation, etc. are illustrated by the 
complete G0 2 system developed by Mane:: (127). 
MEG (Megavolt Electron Generator) 
MEG I was developed jnteractivt*y by I.LL and Maxwell (UO) . It pro­
vides a 2 * 10 cm e beam at 1 MV, 100 k.A, and 50 ns to transversely pump a 
laser cell as shown in Fig, 50 and Fig. 51. Pump energy densities range to 
5 J/cm 3. 
The Marx generator is composed of 28 stages. Each stage, having two 
1.4 \i\: capacitors and r mid-plane triggered electrode is mounted on a tray. 
All switches are triggered in the m = 2 mode. 
The water dielectric PFL is 45 cm in diameter. An overvolted SF$ 
switch connects the PFL to a transfer line. 
The diode has a flat plexiglas insulator and uses a graphite cold 
cathode. 
System jitter from command trigger to e-beam output is -^2 ns and 
reproducibility is "»95so. 
During charge of the line, the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 52 
applies. Internal Marx losses, primarily associated with the capacitors, 
produce a ringing voltage gain of S09<> from the Marx to the PFL. The 
capacitances of these elements is equal to minimal residual-line energy and 
hence afterpulse. 
During discharge of the line, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 52 applies. 
The output current waveform was predicted from this circuit and is compared 
against the measured waveform in Fig. 53, Numerical analysis of such 
circuits permits the designer to vary th•* length and sir.e of the various 
system elements to manipulate the waveform and produce virtually any 
desired waveform. 
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A second source, MEG II, was developed, again interactively by LLL and 
Maxwell, to provide a wider transverse e beam of 2 * 50 cm as shown in Fig. 
54. This machine uses peaking gaps midway along the transfer line to reduce 
the e-beam rise-time as shown schematically in Fig. 55. A typical current 
waveform is shown in Fig. 56. A novel semiconical oil line is used to flare 
out from the 45-cm diameter PFL to the wider diode dimension. The VVL switch 
in this machine is of an advanced design as sketched in Fig. 57. This switch 
can be run at higher pressure and hence lower inductance than the switch on 
MEG I. 
These MEG sources are dedicated to laser experiments. Electron beam 
and diode development is conducted on a separate source (a PI 422) and is 
being modified by Schlitt to provide 25 kJ at 2 MV in 50 ns. This source 
is conceptually similar to MEG I except that a coaxial transformer is used 
to interconnect the FFL and diode. 
Kinetics Source: LAMP (Laser Atomic and Molecular Physics) 
The larger sources are ideally suited ror laser experiments, particu­
larly those relating to energy extraction. A need has developed for a 
small source tailored for kinetics studies at a high data rate. 
We have selected a commercial linac injector (125) gun for this 
application. This grid-controlled gun, shown in Pig. 58, has a barium-
oxide impregnated tungsten-matrix cathode with an emission area of 20 cm 2. 
The grid voltage is supplied by a 50-ft coaxial feedthrough. The pulse 
rise time is limited to 1.5 ns by the 50-pF grid to cathode capacitance. 
The gun operates at 100 kV. The Pierce optics focus the 40 a e-beam 
to 2.5-cm diameter at the gun face as shown in Fig. 59. At this face a 
0.01 * 2-cm e beam is passed through a 2-u-thick T. foil into a gas cell. 
In this configuration, the gun can-pump xenon, for example, to 
^1 ,J/cm3 at 100 Hz. Cooling is provided by conduction to the walls. The 
grid control permits pulses from a few ns to a few ;.:s at constant energy 
density in the gas. 
Hypothetical KrO Power Amplifier 
Because the field of e-beam pumped visible lasers is so new, with 
interesting candidates arising only during the past year, no systems exist 
to illustrate implication of the technology. The state of the art is 
characterized by a quest for new laser media and an assessment of the 
applicability of known media. As a part of this assessment we have 
developed hypothetical models based on, in some cases, very preliminary 
dat;i concerning the detailed pump physics and system kinetics. The two 
examples presented are selected from such studies. They are presented as 
"problems for the student" because they are incomplete and involve a host 
of options and tradeoffs which may be considered. 
The KrO system was first developed oy Murray and Powell (51) on MEG 1 
using an j_n_ situ process. They and also Hughs et al. (52) have^sub-
sequenlly examined a photolytic transfer pump system wherein Ar 2 radiation 
from an e-beam pumped cell was transferred to a separate cell containing 
N'^O. Laser action was observed for the in situ process and gain measured 
for the photolytic transfer. Recently, Turner and Taska (28) have demon­
strated "'3(ft efficiency for Ar£ fluorescence using a 1-ps e-beam source. 
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The impact of this result on the 0( Sj system is being evaluated. More 
detailed analysis of the Of ]S) laser is under active study at several 
laboratories. These studies include comparisons of in situ and photolytic 
transfer pump schemes, optional pump techniques including e-beam-TEA and 
discharge, and energy extraction experiments in a power-amplifier con­
figuration. 
For purposes of this model, we use the data of Murray and Powell de­
termined on MUG I, IVe reiterate that application of these data to a 250-J 
power amplifier is a vast extrapolation from the existing experiment, but 
the extrapolation has been made to permit an assessment of the related 
e beam and source technology. Such modeling is necessary to evaluate the 
feasibility and economics of possible use of the 0( JS) laser to fusion. 
Using Mfcti X, Powell and Murray (129) have determined the following 
parameters for KrO: 
O = ] * 1 0 - 2 0 P cm 2, (43) 
E ^ = 35/P J/cm 2, (44} 
sat v 
e
 p = 5 « 1CT 3 J/cm 3, (45) 
"I. < M « . (46) 
where I1 is the rare gas pressure in atmospheres. 
He consider a ;'50-J power amplifier with a stage gain of 5 and assume 
that energy can be uniformly extracted by using apodized apertures. A 
10-cm-diam. cylindrical-laser cell would have an output optical flux of 
3.S J/cm 2, near the state of the art for optical components. 
Selecting an operating pressure of 20 atm, the saturation flux is 
1.75 J/cm 2. The gain is determined by 
c ,, 
g = ~ ^ - = 0.2 9 Vein. (4?) 
sat 
The amplifier length to achieve these conditions is given by (ISO) 
I - l i„ e8 VEsat-l , . „ . 
= b50 cm, 
where c 0 is the amplifier output flux and <i is the stage gain. Since the 
input pulse is below saturation, the optical extraction efficiency is (130) 
• ~*****teite&f<M*mrtWiti*i'''r 
The source parameters are determined from the relations in the test. Using 
Bq. (18) 
C = 2.S10— M P = 0.42, (50) 
then 
V = f> = 2.1 MV, (51) 
which i s the vol tage necessary to uniformly pump a 10-cm-diam. c e l l a t 
20-atm p r e s s u r e . The cur rent dens i ty pulsewidth product necessary to obtain 
the des i red e lec t ron-energy dens i ty for n
 ? = 1« i s 
e 
JAt = - ^ - = 1.2. (52) 
The pump time is limited by the O^S) lifetime, which in the MEG I experi­
ments was ^0.7 us. Thus, we select a pump time of 50 ns. The current, 
therefore, is 24 A/cm 2. 
The total gun energy is M3P kJ with efficiencies of ^SU? of electron 
energy deposited in the cell, 1* pump efficiency, and 'VSS0, extraction 
efficiency. The stored energy in the stage would be extracted from this 
stage by a subnanosecond optical pulse generated in previous stages. 
For pumping this geometry a modularised diode of the hoop geometry is 
required. With an anode-cathode gap of 20 cm, a module length of between 
40 and 70 cm can be graded to deliver the electrons orthogonally to the 
cell. We select 10 modules of 65 cm each that are contiguously connected 
along the cell. 
The total source current of 500 kA requires a -1.2-f./pulsc-forming line. 
Even 10 separate PFN's each connected to a diode would be too inductive to 
produce a 50-ns pulse. We therefore are compelled to select a distributed 
I'FL using water for compactness. By employing two parallel coaxial 8.4-P 
PPL's, the energy is better distributed to the laser cell. 
Five diode segments are grouped and connected to each line. The 
100-k.J, 4.4-MV Marx required is well within the state of the art. A final 
amplifier might appear as shown in Fig. 60. 
On the whole, the pulse-power technology for tins illustration and 
even larger amplifiers is within the state of the art. The F.-beam diode 
configuration is rather new and specific problems such as current feed to 
the cathodes and its magnetic field influence on trajectories and diode 
grading are presently being parametrically studied. 
Hypothetical HeJ-N^ High Average-Power Amplifier 
This laser system is far from being fully characterized. Since it is 
such a high gain system rind has such short storage tine, it is not attractive 
for a high peak-power system. However, it might be attractive for a high 
average-power system (defined here as M kW at "«1 kllr.J . Thus, wc .iiake 
certain assumptions concerning the rather limited kinetic data and develop 
a hypothetical source to pump the laser at modest efficiencies. 
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We assume, based on the Collins data (29), that an efficiency from 
electrons to laser (r^) of 2% is reasonable. Concerning the source, we 
expect that with proper charging etc., a plug to electron deposition 
efficiency of 30po can be achieved in a well designed source cell. 
We further assume that the energy is uniformly extracted from the 
amplifier by u saturating flux from an oscillator. Such an oscillator 
might employ an unstable resonator to produce a low mode signal (131). 
Since helium is a lew Z gas, we desire a low voltage gun. The lowest 
reasonable voltage for which electrons can penetrate the foil is 200 kV. 
Recalling that £ = 2.5U)~k Mp, we obtain a cell width (according to Eq. (IS)) 
of w = V/£ = 5 cm. 
The pump pulse width may be estimated from the experimental lifetime, 
with the upper-state lifetime placing a probable longer bound on the pulse-
width. The upper-state fluorescent lifetime for N'J (B2l£) is (29) 66 ns. 
Assume that we desire a pump-energy density E y J ? of 0.02 J/cm3 and 
selected ^ 0.014 J/cm3 from Collins since its parametric variation is un­
known. Since JAt = E v£/£, we obtain J = 10 A/cm 2 for a 50-ns pump pulse. 
The anode-cathode gap is therefore ^d = 4 cm. 
Somewhat arbitrarily, we assume a 5 * 5 * 100 amplifier. At 0.02 J/cm3 
the pump energy required is 50 J. Roughly half the e-beam energy might be 
deposited in the cavity by using the centrally directed e beam as described 
earlier. Thus, the source must be M 6 0 J. 
At I kHz, such an amplifier Tight provide '~-90Q W at 0.6o net efficiency. 
We now ask what might preclude rep-rate cneration. Of particular concern 
are parasitic losses, foil survival, and source constraints, i.e., switching. 
Parasitic losses are probably not a problem according to a study of 
high-gain amplifiers (151) since the bias fluence saturates the transition. 
We have concerned ourselves with window-heating problems. Cal­
culations ( SO) of foil temperatures using a quasi-steady-state approximation 
shows that the foil may be adequately cooled by radiative and helium con-
vective losses. We notr that the average current loading is rt-l mA/cm 2, a 
value comparable to the upper operating regime for the foil operation of 
cw C0 2 lasers containing large fractions of helium (the helium is important 
for cooling). There is no question that foil lifetime will be one of the 
most critical engineering tasks in uticlcping high average-power direct 
e-beam pumped laser systems. These initial calculations show that control 
of foil temperature appears tractable. 
Recent advances in high-voltage rep-rated switch technology indicate 
that the switching problem is tractable using gas or vacuura switches. 
However, some further engineering and optimization will be required. 
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We assume, based on the Col l ins data ^29 , That an offi n c n c v f.vi\ 
e l ec t rons to l a s e r (^.j) of "^u is reasonable . Concerning the source, M-
expect tha t with proper charging e t c . , a plug to e l ec t ron deposi t ion 
e f f ic iency of SO* can be achieved in a well designed source c e l l . 
We fu r the r assume Chat the energy is uniformly ex t rac ted fror the 
ampl i f ie r by a s a t u r a t i n g flux from an o s c i l l a t o r . :>uch an o s c i l l a t o r 
might employ an uns tab le resonator to produce a low mode s ignal ( 1 3 i i . 
Since helium i s a low 2 gas , we des i r e a lew vol tage gun. 'tne U^cs : 
reasonable vol tage for which e lec t rons can p e n e t r a t e the foi l i s Juo kV. 
Recal l ing that f, = Z.:-10'1' Mp, we obta in a c e l l width (according to !.«. i i>! < 
of w = V.'", = 5 cm. 
The pump pulse width nay be est imated fror- the e v e r i ron: a 1 l i f e : i r e , 
with the u p p e r - s t a t e l i f e t ime placing a probable longer bound on the pulse-
width. Ilie u p p e r - s t a t e f luorescent l i f e t ime for S* J ' ' " .* ; is [29i ob ns . 
Assume tha t we des i r e a pump-energy dens i ty h v , of 0 .0 - . ' 'crc ' and 
se l ec t ed - I'.OJJ J /cm 3 from Col l ins s ince i t s parametr ic vnr ia t :«v. is un­
known, ^ince Jt.t = h v ; / ^ , we obta in .' - li 1 \\-r/ for a ."P-P.S 'utmp vtilse 
The anode-cathode gap is there fore d - •'. or.. 
Somewhat a r b i t r a r i l y , we assume a ."> • ." * lPO ampl i f i e r . At < .V2 .J/cr.' 
the pump energy required i s •!>'.) J . koughly i:alf the e-hear energy r i gh t br 
deposi ted in the cavi ty by using the c e n t r a l l y d i r ec t ed e beam as descr ibed 
e a r l i e r . Thus, the source trust be " I('f . ' . 
At 1 klii, such an ampl i f ie r might provide 'M.'V '.. ,,; i .< . net e f f i c i ency . 
We now ask what might preclude r e p - r a t e operatic:*, i-f p a r t i c u l a r concern 
a re p a r a s i t i c l o s s e s , fo i l s u r v i v a l , and source c o n s t r a i n t s , i . e . , swi tching. 
P a r a s i t i c losses are probably not a problem according It a study of 
h igh-gain ampl i f ie r s (151; s ince the b ias fiuence sa tur : . : es the t rai:%: t ion. 
We have concerned ourse lves with window-heating pre! ier.s. Cal­
cu l a t i ons ( 50) of fo i l temperatures using a quasi - s l c ady - s t a to appro.ximm u n 
shows tha t the fo i l may be adequately cooled by r a d i a t i v e and helium eoi:-
vec t ive l o s s e s . We not r that the average current loading i.-i "1 mA/cm" , a 
value comparable to the upper operat ing regime for the f t ; 1 opera t ion of 
cw CO-, l a s e r s containing large f rac t ions nf hoi Lum (the hcl iiur. i s important 
for c o o l i n g j . There is no quest ion that fo i l l i f e t i i : - wi l l be one of the 
most c r i t i c a l engineer ing t asks in developing high average-power d i rec t 
e-beam pumped l a se r systems. These i n i t i a l c a l cu l a t i ons show that control 
of fo i l temperature appears t r a c t a b l e . 
Recent advances in h igh-vol tage r ep - ra t ed switch technology ind ica te 
tha t the switching problem is t r a c t a b l e using gas or vacuum switches . 
However, some fu r the r engineering and opt imizat ion wii l be requi red . 
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Normalized spectral 
in tensi ty 
Auroral and laser emission at 4278 A and 5577 A: 
(a) Blue aurora from International Auroral Atlas ^Edinburgh 
Universitv Press, 1963). 
(Ireen aurora from International Auroral Atlas (Edinburgh 
University Press, 1963). 
N^ laser from C. Collins. 















F ig . 4. Transverse e-beam pump conf igu ra t ions : (a) Cy l ind r i ca l geometry, 
(b) s l ab geometry. 
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100 kv sustainer bank 
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Fig. ;•>. kb 300 ek-ctron he:un l a se r sourc 
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Fig . h. Axial e-beam pump with B ; guide f i e l d (III' l a se r a t Los Alamos 
S c i e n t i f i c Labora tory) . 
- 4 1 -
Field emission diode 







175-cm long, ^ 





Fig . li-beam pumped N2 l a s e r (from Dreyfus and Hodgson. IBM Research 
Rept. RC 3619, Nov. 18, 1971). 
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To valve 
1. Electron run 
2. Plasma chamber 
3. Mirror 
4. Tolenoid 
5. Pressure-drop tube 
6. Dif fusion pumps 
7. Gas-inlet system 
Fig . 8. t-beam pumped Ar + l a se r (from Yu. V. Tkach, Ya. B. !:aynber_L>, and 
L. I . Bolo t in , Pis 'ma v :h . Uksp. Theor. P i : . , (>, 956 (1967)) . 
Diagram of se tup: (1) e l e c t r o n gun, (2) plasma chamber, (3) mi r ro r , 
(4) so lenoid , (5) p ressure-drop tube , (6) d i f fus ion pumps, and 
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f f t t f 
(b) 
Fig. 9. Photolytic transfer configurations: (a) laser, (b) fjuorescent. 
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Vacuum 
Pip. 10. Electron beamlet injected into pas: 
(b) sketch of geometry. 





Fig. 11. Convergent two-side e-beam injection into ce l l . 
Vacuum 
F ig . 12. Einergy depos i t ion p r o f i l e for e beam in jec ted i n to £as: (a) one-
s ide i n j e c t i o n , (b) two-side i n i e c t i o n . 
- 4 7 -
Work function (eV) 
600 1000 1400 1800 2200 2600 3000 
Temperature (k) 
J:ig. IS. Saturated emission-current density versus Tenperature for scver.-il 
types of cathodes (solid lines). The Pa-K line is representative 
of the Impregnated tungsten cathode. The dashed lines are draun 
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Fip. 14. Reduction in emission of various cathocies as a function of oxygen 
pressure. Also shown is the air noisoninp characteristic of a 





Fig. 15. Glow diode gun (from Isaacs, Electron. Lett. 542 (1967)). 
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Fig. 16. Grid-controlled glow gun (from Cocca and Stauffer, in Proc. 5th 
Electron Beam Symp. (Boston, Mass., March 28-29, 1963)): (a) 
schematic of experimental assembly, (b) exploded view of grid-























Control grid Control grid 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 17. Plasma cathode electron gun (from Bayless and Hughs, Research 
Laboratory Rept. N00014-72-6-0496): (a) schematic of a plasma 
cathode electron gun, (b) schematic cross section of a cylindrical 
high-voltage plasma-gun design. 
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— I 1 1 — — 1 — 
Bay1 ess^ Cranberg 
^ -"'tenon 
Fig. 18. Low-pressure breakdown characteristics for p = 25 and 50 mTorr 
(from Bayless and Hughs, Research Laboratory Rept. NO0014-72-C-O496). 
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Fig. 19. Geometry foT single blade cathode. 
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X\ -Independent blades 
N^ v x ^-Multiple blades 
A ^ x v A 





Fig. 20. Experimental blade impedance as function of 2h/<5 for multiple 
blades, and theoretical comparison assuming independent blade* 
or planar limit where h is blade height and 6 is blade separation. 
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roi l 
Diode configuration ^ 
















rig-'22. Path of current flow for two e-bean pump geometries: (a) rectangular 
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. i ^ ^-Vacuum 
HXGrid V. chamber V f 
3--Foil Vr 
Fig. 23. Electron optical schemes for producing large area flows (from 
Amboss, Kef. 49]: (a) planar flow gun, (b) planar-cylindrical 















b) Pract ical 
electrodes 
Fig. 24. Theoretical Pierce electrodes foT planaT and practical divergent 
cylindrical flows (from Amboss, Uef. 49). 
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Fig. 25, Effect on electron trajectories of shaping the cathode (fron 
Schlitt, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Lasar Program Annual 
Rept. (1974)). 
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x - cm 
Fig. 26. Combined effect of anode and cathode grading (from Schlitt, 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Laser Program Annual Rcpt. (1974)). 
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>"1 
Fig. 27. Electron current flow and consequent trajectory distortion 




Fig. 28. uiode modularization geometries (from Schlitt, Ref. 43): (a) bar 
cathode, (b) hoop cathode. 
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4> 
Tig. 29. Block diagram of energy flo* from plug to laser beam. 
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Power 
supply - Store PFN gun h-hv 
4> Power supply Store • • PFN e" gun Laser cell •hv 
Pig. 29. Block diagram of energy flow from plu£ to laser beam. 
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I'ig. 50. Marx triggering: la) schematic of Marx with first stage triggered, 
(b) coupling when first gap closes. 
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••»«SH~i=5 
Fig. 31. Four stages of hydra Marx. 
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Trigger 
Fig. 52. Marx with m = 2 triggering. 
-**M«III*I'I**II r 
Trigger . Trigger 








Fig. 33. Basic Marx c i r c u i t : Pulsralc Si'C'e (from T. Naff, Pulsar), 
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Construction scheme of the transformer accelerator (from Ref. 96) 
1. Tank 6. Accelerating tube 
2. Primary winding 7. Cathode 
3. Secondary winding B. Transformer magnetic field 
4. Shield S,. Triggered gap 
5. High-voltage electrode 
Fig. 34. Construction scheme of the transformer accelerator (from Ref. 96): 
(1) tank, (2) primary winding, (5) secondary winding, (•!; shield, 
(S) high-voltage electrode, (6) accelerating tube, (7) cathode, 
(B) transformer magnetic field, and (S2] triggered gap. 
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Fig. 36. Basic PFL circuit. 
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Fig. 36. Basic PFL circuit. 
Marx generator Ri Ise line 




Fig. 38. lUumlein geometr ies : (a) coaxia l 7u() KV (from Shinman aiul llr 
NKI.). (b) f l a t p l a t e 3(10 kV (from 1'rcstwich, SI.AJ .' 
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(O R^  - 1 Z D 
fig. 39. Current and voltage *uilses for a lossless transmission line 
discharging into a resistance load. The solid and broken lines 
represent the voltage and current pulses, respectively (from 
Rcf. 121). 
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ig. 40. Thevinir equivalent circuit of FFL during discharge. 
Fig 
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Fig. 41. equivalent circuit of PFL during discharge including inductance. 
r^*€ VAV-ff 
01 T)2 
Fig. 42. Blumlein circuit. 
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Fig. 44. Marx gun: (a) equiva lent circuit, (b) lo^ .d voltage waveform. 
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F i g . 45 Voltage-fed pulse fornin£ network (froir; Ref. 
for producing a specified steady-state altem 
121): (a} circuit 
lternatinj-current wave 
similar to the desired single-pulse shape, (h) trapezoidal 
alternating-current vave. 
- 8 0 -
*T»C1 - p C 3 -T»Cn-2 ^=C n 
Fig. 4f>. Form of voltage-fed network derived by Fourier-series analysis of 
a specified-alternating-current waveform (from Ref. 121). 
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Fig. 4V. Guilleman circuits (from Ref. 120). 













0.415 f ^ - f^P^ 
0.232 0.382 
^ N V * ' 0.8 
(c) 
Fig. 48. Waveforms for one-, two-, and *hree-section type-A circuits (froir 
Ref. 1213. Multiply the inductance by Zj>T and the capacitances 
by t/Zft. The inductances are in henrys and the capacitances in 
farads if pulse duration x is expressed in seconds and netvork 
impedance ZN in ohms: (a) one section a = O.S, (b) two section 
a = 0.33, (c) three section a = 0.2S, with pulse shapes calculated 
for a ,b,c. 
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Fig. 49. Compensating circuit (from Riepe, Ref. 102). 
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Marx generator (2.8 
Pulse forming line" ^ 
Switch-* 
** Transfer linej 
Cathode-i
 rCathode plasma___.--'' 
i •••:.: a ' 
If E beam J| 
Anode (0.005 cm thick) Laser cell 
Laser cell 
Fig. 50. 1 MeV, 100 kA Mtr, electron beam generator. 
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Vig. 5 1 . MEH I h i t h l a s e r c e l l . 
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Marx 
generator 
Pulse line Output Transmission Diode 
switch line 
Fig. S2. Simplified equivalent circuit of MEC I, where Cj( = Marx capacitance, 
Ljl = Marx inductance, RJJ = Marx resit.tance, Lf = transfer in­
ductance, Lg = output switch inductance, Ln = diode inductance, 
R[> = diode impedance, S, = effective Marx switch, S 2 = output 
switch, 2 = characteristic impedance. 
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Fig. 53. Calculated and measured current waveforms of MEr, I. 
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fig. S-l. Towel 1 and Booth adjusting MIC. II laser experiment. 
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.93S of pulse 
l i ne energy 
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E j 
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Fig. 56. Diode voltage waveform with four active channels in sharpening 
gap for MEG II. 
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Outer conductor 
Inner conductor High pressure SF-
Inner conductor 
One piece p las t ic 
diaphragm 
Fig . 57. High-pressure diaphram switch. 
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Fig. 58. LAMP gun outline. 
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Fig. 59. LAMP electron trajectories and equipotentials. 
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Front view of diode cross section End view of diode cross section 
Fig. 60. MEG III visible power amplifier. 
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